
17 Oct 2018
To whom it may concern, 

It’s my pleasure to provide this letter of recommendation for Emma Lager Sandberg. 
Emma has both worked as a colleague and as a direct report with me over the past 2 
years, reporting to me for the last 18 months, in the area of Customer Support and Content 
Management. 

Emma is an exemplary person. Her work is of a consistently high quality. Her personal 
work output is equally high and garners excellent reviews from our customers. Her passion 
for supporting customers and her team mates shows through in every aspect of her work. 

Emma has shown her willingness to grow beyond her role in support. In particular, Emma 
has shown an absolute talent for interpreting the customer journey into intuitive Users 
Interface design and resultant exceptional user experience. This has been shown is 
assisting our in-house designer with a complete revision of our clients to improve user 
understanding and conversion, as well as reduction in user complaints. Also, Emma 
proactively rebuilt the entire User Interface for our web based User Dashboard. This work 
has produced a fantastic result for our customers and clearly upgrades the information 
presented so that user understanding has been greatly increased. 

Emma showed excellent communication skills and consistently exceeded expectations. On 
a personal level, Emma is passionate and well-spoken, which have had the effect of her 
become the Go To person for more complex user stories and journeys. 

I highly recommend Emma as a champion of User Interface and User Experience for any 
organisation. Her motivation, skills, empathy for customers and team mates are 
extraordinary and I am certain she will be a credit to any company she works for. 

If you require further information or you have any questions, I am more than happy to be 
contacted directly via email or phone. Please feel free to email me on me 
chris.hardaker.de@gmail.com or +49 176 6276 1882 

Sincerely, 

  

Chris Hardaker 
V.P. Product Operations 
ZenMate
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